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ABSTRACT

LNA (locked nucleic acids, i.e. oligonucleotides with
a methyl bridge between the 2’ oxygen and 4’ carbon
of ribose) and 2,6-diaminopurine were incorporated
into 2’-O-methyl RNA pentamer and hexamer
probes to make a microarray that binds unpaired
RNA approximately isoenergetically. That is, binding
is roughly independent of target sequence if target
is unfolded. The isoenergetic binding and short
probe length simplify interpretation of binding to a
structured RNA to provide insight into target RNA
secondary structure. Microarray binding and chem-
ical mapping were used to probe the secondary
structure of a 323nt segment of the 5’ coding region
of the R2 retrotransposon from Bombyx mori (R2Bm
5’ RNA). This R2Bm 5’ RNA orchestrates functioning
of the R2 protein responsible for cleaving the
second strand of DNA during insertion of the R2
sequence into the genome. The experimental results
were used as constraints in a free energy minimiza-
tion algorithm to provide an initial model for the
secondary structure of the R2Bm 5’ RNA.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the secondary structure of an RNA is the
first step in studying structure–function relationships.
Rapid production of reliable secondary structures would
allow generation of databases of RNA secondary

structures that could be searched in the same way that
genome databases are searched. Most definitive secondary
structures have been determined by sequence comparison
(1,2), but often there are not enough homologous
sequences for this method. Free energy minimization can
provide a secondary structure model for a single sequence
(3,4) and can also facilitate structure comparison (5,6).
When tested against known secondary structures of
roughly 150 000 nt of RNA domains with each having
less than 700 nt, free energy minimization with the
program RNAstructure predicts an average of only 73%
of known canonical base pairs (4). Within a few kcal/mol,
however, a structure with 87% of known canonical base
pairs is generated on average. This suggests that structure
predictions can be improved by constraining free energy
minimization with experimental data and this has been
demonstrated for chemical mapping data (4).

Binding of oligonucleotides can provide additional
insight into RNA secondary structure (7–9) and generate
data that can be used to constrain the free energy
minimization. Development of oligonucleotide microar-
rays allows rapid determination of sequences that bind to
a folded RNA (10,11). For example, Southern and
coworkers have made arrays containing all DNA oligo-
nucleotides from monomers to as long as 21-mers that are
complementary to an RNA target and used them to probe
large RNAs (12,13). However, binding of unmodified
DNA oligonucleotides is not optimal for providing
constraints for structure prediction algorithms. Since
binding of unmodified DNA to RNA is relatively weak
(14), most binding is to probes longer than decamers.
Moreover, the free energy of binding is very sequence
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dependent for a given probe length. Both characteristics
complicate interpretation of binding data.

A short probe on a microarray will only capture a
folded RNA target when the complementary region of the
target RNA is largely single stranded or only weakly
paired. One way to interpret microarray data is to assume
that a probe will only capture an RNA if the middle
nucleotide of the probe is complementary to a target
nucleotide that is not in a Watson–Crick base pair flanked
by Watson–Crick base pairs in the target secondary
structure. This can provide a constraint for prediction of
secondary structure by computational methods (15,16).
This assumption was sufficient to explain binding of
7-mers to Esherichia coli 5S rRNA (15), but not of 9-mers
to the 30 untranslated region of Bombyx mori R2 RNA
(16). This suggests that interpretation of microarray data
can be simplified by using shorter oligonucleotides. Most
nucleotides not in Watson–Crick pairs in structured
RNAs are in loops with fewer than seven such contiguous
nucleotides. Thus, oligonucleotides shorter than 7-mers
should be useful probes of structure.

Here, a new method using microarrays of short
isoenergetic oligonucleotides is coupled with chemical
modification and free energy minimization calculations to
model the secondary structure of a recently discovered
RNA. The isoenergetic microarray is composed of
pentamer and hexamer 20-O-methyl RNA probes modified
by inclusion of LNA (locked nucleic acids, i.e. oligonu-
cleotides with a methyl bridge between the 20 oxygen and
40 carbon of ribose) and 2,6-diaminopurine. The modified
nucleotides provide similar predicted free energies of
binding to a completely unfolded complementary RNA,
independent of base content and sequence. Thus, all
probes have similar stringency for binding and relative
binding to target depends primarily on the free energy
required to unfold target. This simplifies interpretation of
binding in terms of target structure when compared to
that required when the binding also depends on base
content and sequence of each probe. The modifications
also provide sufficient free energy to allow the capture of
target RNA by short probes, which simplifies interpreta-
tion because self-folding of probes is eliminated. RNA,
20-O-methyl RNA, and LNA all favor A-form helixes
(17–19), so hybridization with 20-O-methyl and LNA
backbones minimizes helix distortions. The 20-O-methyl
and LNA backbones are also relatively stable chemically
and resistant to nuclease digestion (20–25).

The 323 nt from near the 50 end of the coding region of
the R2 retrotransposable element from B. mori (R2Bm 50

RNA) were probed by an isoenergetic oligonucleotide
microarray and by small chemicals. This region is
important during integration of the sequence into a
specific site in the B. mori genome (26). In particular, it
signals one protein of a probable R2 protein dimer to bind
DNA downstream of the insertion site thus positioning
the R2 protein for second strand cleavage of the DNA.
The results demonstrate the power of combining the
isoenergetic microarray approach with chemical mapping
and free energy minimization to provide an initial model
for the secondary structure of a novel RNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

A, C, G and U 20-O-methyl RNA phosphoramidites and
C6-aminolinker for oligonucleotide synthesis were pur-
chased from Glen Research and Proligo. LNA phosphor-
amidites were synthesized as described previously (27).
Phosphoramidites of LNA 2,6-diaminopurine riboside
and 20-O-methyl-2,6-diaminopurine riboside were synthe-
sized according to newly developed procedures (28).
Restriction enzymes: XcmI and SacI were from New

England BioLabs. Taq polymerase was a product of
Promega. AmpliScribe transcription kit was from
Epicentre. DNA oligonucleotides for PCR and in vitro
reverse transcription were purchased from Integrated
DNA Technologies.
The g 32P-ATP was purchased from Perkin Elmer.

Reverse transcriptase SuperScript III, T4 polynucleotide
kinase and agarose were from Invitrogen; dNTPs and
ddNTPs were from Amersham Biosciences. Dimethyl
sulfate (DMS) and 1-cyclohexyl-3-(2-morpholinoethyl)-
carbodiimide metho-p-toluenesulfonate (CMCT) were
from Aldrich and kethoxal was from ICN Biomedicals.
N-methylisatoic anhydride (NMIA) was from Molecular
Probes. Silanized slides and probe-clip press seal incuba-
tion chambers for hybridization experiments were pur-
chased from Sigma.

Chemical synthesis of modified oligonucleotide probes

Oligonucleotides were synthesized by the phosphoramidite
approach on an ABI 392 synthesizer. The modified
oligonucleotides used as probes for microarrays were
synthesized with a C6-aminolinker on the 50-end.
Oligonucleotides were deprotected and purified according
to published procedures (29) with several changes.
Oligonucleotides were cleaved from support and base
labile protecting groups were removed by incubation for
16 h with 40% methylamine in water at room temperature.
The MMTr protecting group on C6-aminolinker was
removed by incubation for 3 h at room temperature in 80%
acetic acid. Deprotected oligonucleotides were purified on
F254, TLC plates in: nPrOH/NH4OH/H2O 55:45:10 v/v/v.
Molecular weights were confirmed by mass spectro-

metry (LC MS Hewlett Packard series 1100 MSD with
API-ES). Concentrations of all oligonucleotides were
determined from predicted extinction coefficients for
RNA and measured absorbance at 260 nm at 808C
(30,31). It was assumed that 20-O-methyl RNA–LNA
chimeras and RNA strands with identical sequences have
identical extinction coefficients.

Preparation of isoenergetic microarrays

Microarrays were prepared on agarose-coated slides
according to the method described by Afanassiev et al.
(32) with changes. Silanized slides were coated with 2%
agarose activated by NaIO4. On dried slides, 0.4 ml of
200 mM of each probe were spotted and incubated for 4 h
at 378C in a 100% humidity chamber. The remaining
aldehyde groups on microarrays were reduced with 35mM
NaBH4 solution in PBS buffer (137mM NaCl, 2.7mM
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KCl, 4.3mM Na2HPO4, 1.4mM KH2PO4, pH 7.5) and
ethanol (3:1 v/v). Then slides were washed in water at
room temperature (3 washes for 30min each), and in 1%
SDS solution at 558C for 1 h, and finally in water at room
temperature (3 washes for 30min each) and dried at room
temperature overnight.

Synthesis and purification of 5’ end open reading frame
of R2 RNA from B. mori

The DNA sequence of the R2Bm 50 region was PCR
amplified with primers: 50CGCAGAACTGGCAGGTC
CAACCAG30 and 50GCGTAATACGACTCACTATAG
GGCCGGTGTAACCCGGATGGCTG30, which con-
tains the T7 promoter. Eight PCR reactions with each
containing 70 ng of DNA template, 10 pmol of each
primer and 2.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase in 50 ml were
run according to the protocol from Promega. R2Bm 50

RNA was made from 1 mg of PCR template by in vitro
transcription with an AmpliScribe transcription kit, and
purified on an 8% polyacrylamide denaturing gel.

Buffers, folding method and native gel electrophoresis

Native gel electrophoresis indicated that R2Bm 50 RNA
forms a single common structure under various folding
conditions. R2Bm 50 RNA radioactively labeled at the
50-end with g 32P-ATP (15 000 c.p.m. per lane) was folded
in buffers: (i) 200mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 10mM Tris–
HCl, pH 8.0 (0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T) and (ii) 1M NaCl,
5mM MgCl2, 10mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0 (1 Na+/5 Mg2+/
10T) using several conditions: (a) incubation for 5min
at 658C and slowly cooling to room temperature,
(b) incubation for 15min at 658C and slowly cooling to
room temperature, (c) incubation for 2min at 908C and
slowly cooling to room temperature, (d) incubation for
45min at room temperature. After folding, samples were
analyzed by electrophoresis on a 15 cm, 4% polyacryla-
mide nondenaturing gel containing Tris–borate–EDTA,
pH 8.0 with a running buffer of Tris–borate–EDTA
(89mM Tris, 89mM boric acid, 2mM sodium EDTA, pH
8.0). The gel was pre-electrophoresed at 350V for 0.5 h.
Electrophoresis was at 350V for 1 h at 48C. Dried gels
were analyzed by exposing to X-ray film and also to a
phosphorimager screen. In all conditions, the same single
band was obtained. For further experiments, R2Bm 50

RNA was refolded in buffer (1) or (2) with incubation for
5min at 658C and slowly cooling to room temperature.

Hybridization conditions

R2Bm 50 RNA was radioactively labeled with g 32P-ATP
on the 50-end according to standard procedure and
purified on an 8% polyacrylamide denaturing gel. For
hybridization, labeled R2Bm 50 RNA was used at an
approximate concentration of 10 nM. The hybridizations
were performed as described previously (15) and in the
same buffers used for folding. R2Bm 50 RNA was
incubated with the microarray for 18 h at room tempera-
ture or 48C using probe-clip press seal incubation
chambers with 200 ml of hybridization buffer. After
hybridization, buffers with R2Bm 50 RNA were poured
out and slides were washed in buffers with the same salt

concentrations for 1min at 08C. (One minute is the
estimated half-life predicted at 08C for binding of the least
stable probe (#9) that binds strongly to its exact
complement.) Then, slides were dried by slow centrifuga-
tion in a clinical centrifuge and covered with saran wrap.
Hybridization was visualized by exposure to a phosphor-
imager screen, which was then scanned on a Molecular
Dynamics 840 Storm Phosphorimager. Quantitative ana-
lysis was done with ImageQuant 5.2 software. Binding was
considered strong when the integrated intensity was �1/3
of the strongest integrated intensity for a given condition.
Experiments were repeated at least three times and the
average of the data is presented.

Chemical mapping

Chemical mapping was performed according to proce-
dures described earlier (15,33). Dimethyl sulfate (DMS)
was used to modify adenosine and cytidine, kethoxal to
modify guanosine and CMCT to modify uridine. For
chemical mapping, 1 pmol of R2Bm 50 RNA was taken for
each reaction and folded in 0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T, as
described above. Then tRNA carrier was added to give a
total RNA concentration of 8 mM and the solution was
incubated for 10min at room temperature. To a 9 ml
sample, 1 ml of DMS or kethoxal solution was added.
DMS was diluted in ethanol and used at a final
concentration of 60mM. Kethoxal was diluted in etha-
nol/water (1:3 v/v) to give a final concentration of
160mM. After modification with kethoxal, 3 ml of
35mM potassium borate solution was added to stabilize
products of modification. For modification with CMCT,
9 ml of CMCT solution was added to the 9 ml of RNA
sample. CMCT was diluted in an appropriate buffer to
give a final concentration of 625mM in the reaction
mixture. Chemical modification reactions were performed
for 20min at room temperature. Reactions were stopped
by ethanol precipitation on dry ice.

Chemical mapping with N-methylisatoic anhydride
(NMIA) was done as described (34) with some changes.
For each reaction, 1 pmol of R2Bm 50 RNA was taken
and refolded as described above. To a 9 ml sample, 1 ml of
NMIA solution (1mg NMIA/42 ml DMSO) was added.
Samples were incubated for 3 h at room temperature.
Reactions were stopped by ethanol precipitation on
dry ice.

Primer extension reactions

DNA primers for primer extension reactions had
sequences: 50GACGGTCCTCGCGGTCCG30 (61–78),
50CGCAGGTATCGCAAGGCC30 (104–121), 50GGCTT
CAGGTCTATTTTCTTTATTTGAC30 (184–211), 50CC
CCGCACAGTCGGGTTATC30 (245–264) and 50CGCA
GAACTGGCAGGTCC30 (306–323), where the numbers
in parentheses denote the complementary region of R2 50

RNA. Primers were labeled on the 50-end with g 32P-ATP
according to standard procedure. For each reaction,
1 pmol of primer was used. Primer extension was
performed at 558C with reverse transcriptase SuperScript
III and Invitrogen’s buffers and protocol. Reactions were
stopped by adding loading buffer containing formamide
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and EDTA and chilling to 08C. Products were heated and
then separated on a 12% or 16% polyacrylamide dena-
turing gel. The gels were analyzed with the ImageQuant
5.2 program and products were identified by comparing to
sequencing lanes for A, C, T and G and to control lanes.
Modifications were initially identified by visual inspection
of autoradiograms and were considered strong or medium
when the band corresponding to chemical modification
had at least 6 times, or 2–6 times, respectively, the inte-
grated intensity of the equivalent band in the control lane,
as quantified with ImageQuant 5.2. DNA sequences com-
plementary to the R2 sequences C117–G134, G122–C150,
G123–G140 and G135–C150 were not able to prime
reverse transcription.

RESULTS

Isoenergetic microarrays

Nearest neighbor parameters are available for predicting
the stabilities of RNA/20-O-methyl RNA duplexes in
100mM NaCl (28,35). Stabilities of RNA/20-O-methyl
RNA duplexes can be increased by substituting LNA
nucleotides for some 20-O-methyl nucleotides (27) and by
substituting 2,6-diaminopurine (D) for adenosine (28).
The enhancement in stability can be approximated from:

�G�
37 ðmodified probe=RNA, 100mM NaClÞ ¼

�G�
37ð2

0�O�MeRNA=RNA, 100mM NaClÞ

� 0:53 n50tL � 1:28 niAL=UL � 1:58 niGL=CL

� 1:34 niDL � 0:14 n30tUL � 1:23 n30tAL=CL=GL=DL

� 1:50 nadd:30GLmismatch

1

Here �G837 (20-O-MeRNA/RNA, 100mM NaCl) is the
free energy change at 378C for duplex formation with
Watson–Crick pairs in the absence of LNA nucleotides as
calculated with nearest neighbor parameters (28) with the
m(50-DD)/r30-UU) nearest neighbor �G837 approximated
as �1.5 kcal/mol. The symbol n50tL is the number (0 or 1)
of 50 terminal LNAs; niAL/UL, niGL/CL and niDL are the
number of internal LNAs in AU, GC and DU pairs,
respectively; n30tU and n30tAL/CL/GL/DL are the number (0 or
1) of LNAs that are U or not U, respectively, and are in a
Watson–Crick base pair at the 30 end of a Watson–Crick
paired helix; nadd30GL mismatch is the number (0 or 1) of LNA
30 G in mismatches, GA, GG or GU, for a hexamer.
Equation (1) was derived from experimental results at
100mM NaCl (27,28,35), but different salt conditions are
expected to change stability in a sequence-independent
manner. Parameters in Equation (1) are those reported by
Pasternak et al. (28,36). Equation (1) allowed design of
20-O-methyl RNA–LNA chimeric oligonucleotides with
roughly isoenergetic binding to unstructured RNA.

On the basis of microarray results for 7-mers binding to
E. coli 5S rRNA (15), oligonucleotides with predicted
�G837 values of �10 kcal/mol provide excellent probes of
secondary structure. The 319 pentamer-binding sites on
the R2Bm 50 RNA have 256 unique sequences. It was
possible to design 71 pentamers with predicted �G837
more favorable than �8.5 kcal/mol and another 5
pentamers with �G837 between �7.7 and �8.3 kcal/mol

were also used. To expand the number of sites probed, a 30

LNA G was added to 156 probe sequences to increase
binding. If the 30 LNA G is complementary to a C in the
RNA target, then binding is predicted to be enhanced by
an average of 3.5 kcal/mol at 378C (36). If the 30 LNA G is
opposite to an A, G or U in the RNA target, then the
stability enhancement is roughly sequence independent,
averaging 1.5 kcal/mol (36). Of the 232 probes specific for
R2Bm 50 RNA, 45 and 7 probes have two and three
complementary binding sites, respectively, on the target
RNA. Altogether this covers 291 sites, which is 91% of all
possible pentamer-binding sites on R2Bm 50 RNA. From
all possible sites, 28 were omitted because calculated free
energies of even highly modified probes could not provide
reasonable binding. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
number of probes versus predicted �G837 of binding to an
unstructured target. Table S1 lists all the probes used. This
library provides roughly 25% of the coverage required for
a microarray able to interrogate all 1024 possible
pentamer sequences in RNA.
The average predicted free energy of binding of the

modified library to complementary sites on the R2Bm 50

RNA is �9.8� 1.2 kcal/mol which is 4.8 kcal/mol more
stable than the average for unmodified pentamers. The
stability enhancement is large, and just as important, the
difference between free energies is relatively small. For an
equivalent library of unmodified 20-O-methyl RNA
pentamers, 70% had predicted free energies between
�3.6 and �6.6 kcal/mol for binding to complementary
unstructured pentamer RNA. For the modified pentamers
and hexamers, 79% had predicted free energies between
�8.7 and �11.7 kcal/mol for binding to their R2Bm 50

RNA sites if unstructured (Figure 1). This corresponds to
about a 100-fold range in equilibrium constants at 378C.

Structure probing with isoenergetic microarrays at 200mM
NaCl, 5mMMgCl2 at room temperature

Bombyx mori live at room temperature, �238C, and have
an average body temperature of �248C (37). The structure
of R2Bm 50 RNA was probed at room temperature with
isoenergetic microarrays (Figure 2) having the sequences
listed in Table S1. Hybridization results are collected
in Tables 1 and 2 and illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 1. Number of probes with predicted �G837 falling within the
free energy windows shown on the x-axis. The �G837 is predicted for
binding to an unfolded RNA with the sequence from R2Bm 50 RNA
that is Watson–Crick complementary to the first 5 nt of the probe. If
the probe is a hexamer, then the pairing of the 30 LNA G with the
R2Bm 50 RNA sequence is also included.
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Figure 2. Hybridization results on isoenergetic library for R2 50 RNA from B. mori in buffer 200mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 10mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0
(0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T) at room temperature. Probes on microarrays are labeled by the number of the R2 50RNA complementary to the third
nucleotide of the probe and are spotted in the orders listed, starting at the left side of each row. (Panel A) Row 1: 3–9, 11–14; row 2: 15–25; row 3:
26–34, 42, 43; row 4: 44–54; row 5: 55, 56, 58–66; row 6: 67–72, 75–79. (Panel B) Row 1: 80–86, 88–91; row 2: 92–102; row 3: 103, 104, 106–114; row
4: 115, 117–126; row 5: 127, 129–133, 135–137, 140, 141. (Panel C) Row 1: 142–145, 149, 151–156; row 2: 157–159, 161, 164, 168–171, 173, 174; row
3: 175, 177–179, 184, 185, 201–203, 205, 206; row 4: 207, 208, 211–216, 219–221; row 5: 222–229, 231–233. (Panel D) Row 1: 234–236, 239, 241–243,
253–256; row 2: 258, 259, 262, 263, 265–270, 273; row 3: 274–281, 288, 289, 291; row 4: 292, 293, 295–303; row 5: 304–306, 312–319; row 6: 320.
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Each probe is identified by a number corresponding to the
number of the R2Bm 50 RNA nucleotide in the middle of
the sequence completely complementary to the first 5 nt of
the probe. Hexamer probes all have a 30 terminal LNA G
which is denoted in Tables 1 and 2 by a gL or GL in order
to indicate a terminal gLA, gLG or gLU mismatch or a
GLC pair, respectively, with the R2Bm 50 RNA-binding
site. A second binding site with equal complementarity to
a probe is listed in parentheses. Only strong binding was
considered. In general, few probes strongly bind R2Bm 50

RNA at room temperature. In 0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T, only
25 of 232 probes strongly bind R2Bm 50 RNA.

Structure probing with isoenergetic microarrays under
different conditions

Hybridization experiments were also done for 0.2 Na+/5
Mg2+/10T at 48C and for 1 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T at room
temperature and at 48C. There are probes that bind under
all conditions, but generally binding depends on condi-
tions applied for hybridization (see Table S1). For 0.2
Na+/5 Mg2+/10T, more probes bound strongly at 48C
than at room temperature. At both temperatures, more
probes bind in 1 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T than in 0.2 Na+/5
Mg2+/10T. The differences in binding due to conditions
can come from both small structural changes and different
free energies of base pairing and folding. When specificity
is less, however, interpretation is more complicated. Thus
the R2Bm 50 RNA secondary structure was modeled from
room temperature results in 0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T.

Secondary structure of 5’R2 RNA from B. mori deduced
frommicroarray results

Microarray results in 0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T at room
temperature were used as constraints in predicting the
secondary structure of R2Bm 50 RNA. This buffer
corresponds to that used for biochemical experiments
(26) and provides the greatest stringency for binding to
probe. Interpretation of microarray results is complicated
by multiple potential binding sites, including both fully
complementary and mismatched sites. For each strongly

binding probe, predicted free energies of binding to fully
complementary and mismatched sites were calculated for
unmodified RNA probes binding to unstructured RNA
target with the program RNA structure in (38) bimole-
cular binding mode (Table S1) using nearest neighbor
parameters for RNA/RNA duplexes (29,39). The differ-
ence between free energies of binding to complementary
and alternative binding sites is likely similar for RNA/
RNA and for the modified probes. This facilitates
identification of probes that might bind with mismatches
and the sites where they might bind. Strongly binding
probes with alternative binding sites having free energy
predicted by the bimolecular mode of RNAstructure to be
more favorable than �6.0 kcal/mol at 378C and that
strongly bind their exact complement were not used as
constraints for prediction of secondary structure by
RNAstructure. A probe was also not used as a constraint
if the bimolecular binding mode of RNAstructure predic-
ted an alternative site less favorable than �6.0 kcal/mol
but within 2 kcal/mol of the complementary site and the
alternate site bound strongly to its exact complement. The
secondary structure of the R2Bm 50 RNA was predicted
with RNAstructure 4.4 in folding mode with the middle
nucleotide of strong binding sites for probes constrained
not to be in an AU or GC pair flanked on each side by an
AU or GC pair. The hybridization constraints used for
prediction are listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 3
along with the predicted structure.
Once a secondary structure is generated, it is possible to

compare predicted free energies of binding with observed
binding because the free energy required to unfold local
structure can be estimated. This prediction eliminated
some of the possible cross-hybridization sites identified
with RNAstructure, which does not consider folding of
the RNA target. Inspection of the proposed secondary
structure also revealed that the hairpin centered at G287
could bind several of the probes. To test this hypothesis,
the hairpin, 50GCCUGUGGGUCAGGC30, was synthe-
sized and binding to the microarray was measured. It
bound strongly to probes 161(287), 99(139) and 242.
Table 2 lists the probable binding sites of strongly binding
probes that were not used as constraints. Figure 3 shows
those that are relatively certain.

Chemical mapping of R2 5’RNA from B. mori

To test the structure deduced frommicroarray data, R2Bm
50 RNA was chemically mapped in 0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T
at room temperature (Figures 3 and 4). Not many regions
are accessible for chemical reactivity, thus confirming a
very condensed structure. Loop regions are suggested by
strong reactivity at G33, U34, A35, A36 and A37, and
medium reactivity at U285, G286, G287, G288 and U289.
There are also many medium modifications from A182 to
A200. In this region, almost every base is modified during
mapping, but only A200 is strongly modified. Mapping
with N-methylisatoic anhydride (NMIA), which identifies
flexible sugars (34), is largely in agreement with results
from DMS, kethoxal and CMCT (Figure 3).
When strong modifications by DMS, kethoxal and

CMCT and constraints from microarray data are

Table 1. Probes binding R2Bm 50 RNA strongly and used as

constraintsa

Probe sequence 50 to 30 Center of
binding site

�G837 (base
pairing) kcal/molb

CLDCLCGL 7 �9.02
UDLCDLCgL 9 �7.82
CDLUCLGGL 56 �11.63
CUCLCDLGL 227 �11.97
DCLUCLCgL 228 �10.04
CGLCDLCgL 259 �10.27
DLDCLCDLGL 303 �11.80

aHybridization was in 200mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 10mM Tris–HCl,
pH 8.0 (0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T) at room temperature. Nucleotides with
and without a superscript L are LNA and 20-O-methyl, respectively. D
represents 2,6-diaminopurine. GL and gL represent a 30 terminal LNA
G that forms a GLC or mismatch pair, respectively, with R2Bm 50

RNA. Probes are used as constraints if they do not have potentially
strong binding alternative sites, or if there is no strong binding by
the probe completely complementary to an alternative binding site.
bCalculated from Equation (1), which assumes 100mM Na+.
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used together as chemical mapping constraints in
RNAstructure 4.4, the predicted structure is identical to
that predicted with only constraints from microarray data
(Figure 3). When only strong modifications by DMS,
kethoxal and CMCT are used as constraints, however,
the structure shown in Figure 4 is predicted. This is

also the structure predicted in the absence of constraints.
Its predicted �G837 of folding is �154.6 kcal/mol, which is
1.5 kcal/mol more favorable than the predicted �G837 for
the structure in Figure 3.

NMIA mapping data were not used in generating
the structures shown in Figures 3 and 4 because the exact

Table 2. Probes binding R2Bm 50 RNA strongly but not used as constraintsa

Probe sequence 50 to 30 Center of
binding site

�G837 (base
pairing) kcal/molb

Possible cross
hybridization site(s)c

Probable binding
site(s) (�G837)

d

GGCCLC 3(105) �9.72 122/123 3 or 105
AULCCLGGL 17 �11.23 99 17 (�6.8)
CDLUCLCGL 18(294) �11.59 99/100 18 (�6.0)

99/100 (�6.7)
ULUDLCCLgL 34 �8.16 7 34 (�8.2)
CGLUCLCgL 60 �10.57 Many 122/123 (�9.7)

238/239 (�5.7)
CCLUCLGgL 70 �10.55 56 70 (�7.3)
ULCCLUCLGL 71(237) �12.42 71 (�9.2)

237 (�7.9)
DLCCLUGLgL 89 �10.28 98/99 98/99 (�11.2)

241/242
CCCLGA 98(138) �8.05 121/122 98 (�8.5)

261/262
ACCLCGL 99(139) �8.79 121/122 99 (�7.8)

261/262 287 (�8.5)
GGCCLC 105(3) �9.72 122/123 3 or 105
CCCLGC 121(261) �9.22 98/99 98/99 (�6.7)

138/139
GCCLCG 122 �9.22 Many 99 (�6.7)
CCCLGA 138(98) �8.05 121/122 98 (�8.5)

261/262
ACCLCGL 139(99) �8.79 121/122 99 (�7.8)

261/262 287 (�8.5)
DLDDLCCLgL 141(163) �8.94 Many Many
GCCLGG 151(272) �9.26 303 (�4.6)
ACLCCLAgL 161(287) �9.89 99/100 287 (�9.9)

139/140
DLDDLCCLgL 163(141) �8.94 Many Many
ULCCLUCLgL 237(71) �9.99 71 (�9.2)

237 (�7.9)
ULGULCCLgL 239 �9.77 122/123 122/123 (�6.5)

60 239 (�5.6)
GCCLUGL 242 �9.39 89 122 (�5.3)

122 287 (�6.7)
CCCLGC 261(121) �9.22 98/99 98/99 (�5.1)

138/139
GCCLGG 272(151) �9.26 303 (�4.6)
ACLCCLAgL 287(161) �9.89 99/100 287 (�9.9)

139/140
CDLUCLCgL 294(18) �9.51 99/100 18 (�6.0)

99/100 (�6.7)
GCDLUCLgL 295 �9.33 7/8 295 (�4.1)

aHybridization was in 200mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 10mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0 (0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T) at room temperature. Nucleotides with and
without a superscript L are LNA and 20-O-methyl, respectively. D represents 2,6-diaminopurine. GL and gL represent a 30 terminal LNA G that
forms a GLC or mismatch pair, respectively, with R2Bm 50 RNA. Probes are used as constraints if they do not have potentially strong binding
alternative sites, or if there is no strong binding by the probe completely complementary to an alternative binding site.
bCalculated from Equation (1), which assumes 100mM Na+.
cA possible cross-hybridization site binds its Watson–Crick complementary probe or a directly adjacent probe strongly and when not folded is
predicted by the bimolecular binding mode of RNAstructure 4.4 to have a free energy more favorable than �6.0 kcal/mol for binding the indicated
probe, which binds with at least one non-Watson–Crick pair (see Table S1).
dProbable binding sites are those expected to have �G837 at least as favorable as �4.0 kcal/mol for binding to the proposed secondary structure and
that bind tightly their exactly complementary probe. Estimates of �G837 (kcal/mol) for binding used nearest neighbor parameters for 20-O-methyl
RNA/RNA at 100mM Na+ (28) with the assumption that a GU pair is equivalent to an AU pair along with nearest neighbor parameters for target
RNA folding at 1M Na+ (29,38). Correction for the difference in salt concentrations and temperature would lead to predicted binding being more
favorable. No prediction is made for probe 3 (105) because thermodynamics have not been measured for model systems containing multibranch
loops with more than four helixes or for complicated pseudoknots. Free energy values in parentheses are for the probable alternative site listed
adjacent (see text for description of calculation).
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rules for interpreting NMIA data are not known (34).
NMIA modifies riboses that are flexible and is therefore
not expected to modify nucleotides in Watson–Crick pairs
flanked by Watson–Crick pairs. Strong or moderate
NMIA reactivity is seen for 1 and 6 nt in Watson–Crick
pairs flanked by Watson–Crick pairs in the structures in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The same difference between
structures is seen for moderate DMS and CMCT
reactivity. Thus the NMIA and moderate DMS and
CMCT data are more consistent with the structure in
Figure 3.

Assigning probabilities to base pairs in the
proposed structure

The RNAstructure 4.4 algorithm generates additional
structures that are consistent with the experimental
constraints but with less favorable predicted free energies.
The free energies of predicted structures can be used in a
partition function method (40) to assign a probability to
each base pair (Figure 5). This calculation considers all
structures allowed by the constraints and weights each
base pair by the sum of the Boltzmann weights for each

structure in which it appears. This provides a quantitative
measure of the certainty of prediction for each base pair.
Red indicates >99% probability and unshaded <50%
probability with other colors indicating intermediate
probabilities.

DISCUSSION

Secondary structures are definitively known for only a few
classes of RNA and those are mostly ribozymes (2,41–43).
Here, it is shown that constraints from isoenergetic
microarray and chemical mapping data can be coupled
with free energy minimization to allow rapid modeling of
the secondary structure of an RNA. The test RNA, whose
structure has not been previously studied, is a part of the
transcript coding for the R2 retrotransposon in B. mori.
This segment of the RNA transcript orchestrates a change
in protein function during retrotransposition (26).

Advantages of isoenergetic microarrays of short
oligonucleotides

Interpretation of microarray data can be complicated
because binding depends on the differences in free energies

Figure 3. Prediction of secondary structure of R2Bm 50 RNA from RNAstructure 4.4 (4) using chemical mapping (excluding NMIA) and microarray
hybridization constraints or hybridization constraints alone at room temperature in buffer 200mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 10mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0
(0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T). Hybridization constraints required that the nucleotide complementary to the third nucleotide of a strongly binding probe
with a unique binding site could not be in a Watson–Crick pair flanked on both sides by Watson–Crick pairs. Chemical mapping constraints required
that nucleotides strongly modified by DMS, kethoxal or CMCT could also not be in a Watson–Crick pair flanked on both sides by Watson–Crick
pairs. The pseudoknot shown on the left is an alternate folding of nucleotides 50–123. RNAstructure does not allow pseudoknots. Probes providing
hybridization constraints: 7, 9gL, 56GL, 227GL, 228gL, 259gL, 303GL, where gL and GL indicate a hexamer with a 30 terminal LNA G that forms a
mismatch or a G–C pair, respectively. Pentamer or hexamer probes that bind tightly but have more than one potentially strong binding site:
3(105), 17GL, 18GL (294gL), 34gL, 60gL, 70gL, 71GL(237gL), 89gL, 98(138), 99(139) 121(261), 122, 141gL(163gL), 151(272), 161gL(287gL), 239gL, 242,
295gL. Probes not used: 10, 36–38, 86, 162, 165–167, 180–183, 187–200, 247, 248, 264, 290. Strong binding sites of heptamer probes: 8, 9, 10,
239. Chemical mapping constraints: 10, 27, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 200, 208, 225. Symbols: filled circle—strong DMS; open circle—medium DMS;
filled square—strong CMCT; open square—medium CMCT; filled triangle—strong kethoxal; open triangle—medium kethoxal; A, C, G, or U within
filled square—middle nucleotide of site of strong binding used as hybridization constraint; A, C, G, or U within open square—probable middle site
of strongly binding probe not used as hybridization constraint; red A, C, G, or U—strong NMIA, blue A, C, G, or U—medium NMIA. None of the
nucleotides used as hybridization constraints react with NMIA.
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for breaking self-structure in the probe and target
and for binding of probe to target. The LNA and
2,6-diaminopurine modifications employed here allow
the use of pentamer and hexamer probes, which eliminates
self-folding of probe. Short probes also reduce problems
associated with prediction of target unfolding because
fewer nucleotides need to be unfolded. They are also less
likely to allow coaxial stacking with flanking target helixes
at both ends of the probe. Coaxial stacking enhances
binding (11,44), but is not included in algorithms for
prediction of oligonucleotide binding (45). Nucleotide
modifications allow design of probes with a limited range
of free energies predicted for binding to unpaired RNA,
thus further simplifying interpretation. There are only
1024 and 4096 different pentamer and hexamer sequences,
respectively, so that ‘universal’ microarrays applicable to
any RNA could be manufactured.
One disadvantage of pentamers and hexamers is that

some are likely to have more than one perfectly matched
site on a long RNA. Such ambiguous probes cannot
provide initial constraints for algorithms predicting
secondary structure. They do, however, provide an
additional check on a predicted structure because there

must be at least one accessible site available for any
strongly binding probe (Figure 3, Table 2). Figure 6
presents a flowchart summarizing the steps in modeling
and testing a secondary structure as facilitated by
microarray and chemical mapping data.

Proposed secondary structure of part of the 5’ half of the
open reading frame for R2 RNA from B. mori

Figure 3 shows the secondary structure predicted for
R2Bm 50 RNA with constraints from microarray hybri-
dizations in 0.2 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T at room temperature.
After omitting probes with ambiguous binding sites from
the microarray data, only nucleotides 7, 9, 56, 227, 228,
259 and 303 were constrained (Table 1). The same
structure is predicted when microarray data by themselves
are used to constrain folding by RNAstructure 4.4 and
when microarray data in conjunction with chemical
mapping by DMS, kethoxal and CMCT are used as
constraints in RNAstructure 4.4. Only strong chemical
modifications were used for constraints, but with the
minor exception of nucleotide 127, medium modifi-
cations are also consistent with the predicted structure.
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NMIA data were not used as constraints because all the
rules for reactive nucleotides are not yet known (34). With
the minor exception of nucleotide 127, however, the
NMIA modifications are also consistent with the pro-
posed structure. Nucleotide 127 is the third purine in the
sequence 50GAA/30UUU near the end of a helix. This may
be a dynamic region of the structure, as discussed below.
Two base pairs not predicted, C221–G226 and G253–
U318 could also form dynamically.

Interestingly, little reactivity or binding to microarray
is observed for the region from G50–G123 even
though it contains a 5X5 nucleotide internal loop.
Moreover, nucleotides 94–99 could form a CUUCGG
tetraloop (46–48). An alternate fold for this region
is the pseudoknot containing a CUUCGG tetraloop
as shown in Figure 3. RNAstructure does not allow
pseudoknots.

One test of the structure is whether it has reasonable
binding sites for strongly binding probes not used as
constraints (Figure 3). Table 2 lists all the probes not used
as constraints that nevertheless bind strongly and also lists
potential and probable cross-hybridization sites for these
probes. With the exception of probe 3(105), all the probes
with multiple potential binding sites have at least one site
in the proposed secondary structure that is expected to be
a good binding site. Probe 3(105) may bind to site 3

and/or 105, but this cannot be predicted well because
thermodynamic parameters have not been measured for
complicated multibranch loops and pseudoknots.
The predicted secondary structure is rich in double-

stranded regions, with only 35% of nucleotides not
in canonical base pairs when the pseudoknot is
assumed. There is one clearly accessible region, hairpin
loop G33–A37. All 5 nt in the loop react strongly with
chemicals. Only oligonucleotide 34gL probes this region
and it binds strongly.
No other regions are as strongly reactive to chemicals,

but all nucleotides in hairpin loop U285–U289 react
strongly with NMIA and moderately with kethoxal or
CMCT. In hairpin loop U9–C13, U10 is strongly and U8,
A11 and A12 are moderately modified by both standard
mapping reagents and NMIA. Strong binding of probes 7
and 9gL is also consistent with this hairpin.
The partition function calculation (Figure 5) identifies

five hairpins as highly probable, those containing loops
G33–A37, G67–A70, U143–C145, C221–G226 (or per-
haps C222–U225) and U285–U289. Surprisingly, three of
the five loops are not very reactive to chemicals. The long
hairpin closing loop U143–C145, however, is consistent
with the observation that region G122–C150 is inacces-
sible for long DNA primers which were tried for reverse
transcription in the chemical mapping experiments.
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Primers complementary to regions C117–G134 or
G122–C150 or G123–G140 or G135–C150 do not anneal
to target RNA even though the predicted duplex melting
temperature is reasonable and they cannot fold into stable
self-structures. However, the primer complementary to
region G104–G121 primes well.
There is a large hairpin loop in the predicted structure

of R2Bm 50 RNA: U176–A196. Unfortunately, probes
180–183 and 186–200, complementary to that region,
could not be used because of low predicted stability of
binding. Probes designed for this region: 177g, 178g, 179g,
184g and 185g (230g) do not bind in buffer 0.2 Na+/5
Mg2+/10T at room temperature, and at 48C only probe
177g binds. In 1 Na+/5 Mg2+/10T at room temperature,
however, probes 184g and 185g (230g) bind. Perhaps this
region is not truly open but rather has dynamic interac-
tions. For example, there is the possibility of pseudoknot
formation involving nucleotides 163–169 with any of the
An sequences between A178 and A198. Another possibility
is tertiary interactions between the An sequences and the
CCAC sequence of nucleotides 153–156 as has been seen

for an equivalent sequence in a pseudoknot (49). Most of
the An nucleotides were moderately modified by DMS and
NMIA except for A200, which was strongly modified.
Nucleotides U172, U174 and U175 are also moderately
reactive to chemicals. This is the only region with so many
moderate chemical modifications, consistent with it being
dynamic. It would not be surprising, however, if other
base pairs unshaded in Figure 5, to represent <50%
probability, are also dynamic.

The R2 protein binds to both the 30 end and this 50

fragment of R2 RNA (26). There are no identical second-
ary structure elements, however, to suggest a common
binding site for the protein. Several identical or similar
sequences of 4–6 nt are found in single-stranded regions,
but the motifs are different at the 30 end (50). The two
RNAs confer different properties to the R2 protein,
so multiple binding sites are not surprising.

Constraints from oligonucleotide binding do not overlap
constraints from chemical modification

Binding of oligonucleotides identifies regions of weak or
no intramolecular base pairing in an RNA. Interestingly,
of 14 central nucleotides for probes with unambiguous
probable binding sites, only one is strongly modified by a
chemical (Figure 3). Evidently, oligonucleotide binding
can provide information complementary to that available
from chemical modification. More overlap can be
expected for an RNA with a smaller percentage of
nucleotides in canonical base pairs.

NMIA reactivity largely overlaps with reactivity of DMS,
kethoxal and CMCT

When strong and moderate hits are considered, 41 of 50 nt
modified strongly or moderately by DMS, kethoxal or
CMCT are also modified by NMIA. Conversely, 41 of
45 nt modified by NMIA are also modified by DMS,
kethoxal or CMCT (Figure 3). Evidently, the small
molecules give similar information.

Comparison to previous studies of structured RNA binding
to microarrays

To our knowledge, this is the first application of
oligonucleotide arrays to facilitate modeling of a new
RNA secondary structure. Southern and coworkers used
DNA microarrays to reveal changes in RNA secondary
structure (12,13) and to explore factors important for
oligonucleotide binding to tRNA (11). In general, the
factors identified by Mir and Southern (11) are consistent
with the results shown here in Figure 3. A possible
exception is that they found: ‘There is no high yield from
heteroduplexes that would fail to incorporate the whole
arm of a stem. Although heteroduplexes that extend
beyond the end of a stem into a loop are formed, no
significant yield is seen from those that would require the
oligonucleotide to partially penetrate a second stem.’ The
strongly binding pentamers and hexamers found here are
usually too short to incorporate the whole arm of a stem.
The apparent difference in results may only reflect the
definition of ‘high yield’. Mir and Southern studied
binding as a function of oligonucleotide length and

Figure 6. Flowchart for modeling RNA secondary structure with
constraints from microarray binding and chemical modification. A
unique microarray constraint is defined as a strongly binding probe
without an alternate target site that strongly binds its exactly
complementary probe and is predicted to have a �G837 more favorable
than �6.0 kcal/mol for binding of the mismatched probe. If the
strongly binding probe has an alternative site that strongly binds its
exactly complementary probe and has a predicted �G837 for
mismatched probe less favorable than �6.0 kcal/mol but within
2 kcal/mol of the predicted �G837 for its completely complementary
probe, then the strongly binding probe is also not used as a constraint.
Predicted �G837 values are for RNA/RNA duplexes formed between
initially unstructured strands.
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found that the yield decreased when length was shorter or
longer than required to extend to the end of a stem.
Alternatively, the apparent difference could reflect a
difference between DNA and 20-O-methyl probes. The
DNA and 20-O-methyl backbones favor B- and A-form
structures, respectively, so 20-O-methyl probes may
provide a more regular interface when partially invading
a helix.

The pentamers and hexamers used here are shorter and
more isoenergetic than the heptamers (15) and nonamers
(16) used previously to test this microarray method.
Interpretation of results for nonamers was complex
because tight binding was observed in cases where the
middle nucleotide of the probe was complementary to a
target nucleotide already in a Watson–Crick pair flanked
by Watson–Crick pairs. Thus some nonamers had
sufficient binding strength to compensate for the free
energy required to open three consecutive Watson–Crick
pairs in the target. Interpretation of heptamer binding to
the 120 nt E. coli 5S rRNA was relatively straightforward,
but required more approximations than for the pentamers
and hexamers used here. The available results suggest
that a universal microarray containing isoenergetic 5- to
7-mers of all possible sequences would facilitate rapid
modeling of RNA secondary structures. This would
require a total of 21 504 probes.

CONCLUSIONS

This article proposes a secondary structure for the novel
R2Bm 50 RNA on the basis of free energy minimization
and results from hybridizations on isoenergetic RNA
microarrays and from chemical modification. The
isoenergetic library was designed on the basis of thermo-
dynamic data detailing the effects of LNA and
2,6-diaminopurine substitutions in 20-O-methyl RNA/
RNA hybrids. The results clearly identify five hairpin
loops and also identify regions most important for
additional experiments such as site-directed mutagenesis.
The results suggest that a combination of microarray
binding and chemical modification experiments with free
energy minimization provide a rapid way to model RNA
secondary structure. Using oligonucleotides to probe
RNA structure is an emerging technology and while
useful, it is prudent to keep in mind that little is known
about some of the factors controlling binding of
oligonucleotides to folded RNA. More information will
no doubt be extracted from microarray data as knowledge
of these factors increases. Even with the given limitations,
it is clear that an oligonucleotide microarray-based
approach can facilitate extending searchable databases
of genome sequences to searchable databases of RNA
secondary structures.
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